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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Follow Costway
Please give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!
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1.Open the S1 and S2 legs ,keep the tube and feet 
at a 90 degree angle.

3.Connect  right side of set B 
with S2.

8.Pull off the fabric cloth to 
cover the S1.

6.Pull the fabric cloth to cover 
the Set B and  S2 tubes .

9.Insert Set A tube into fabric . 10.Fix two sides of Set A with S1 and S2.

7.Connect left side of set B 
with S1.

4.Insert left side of Set B into 
the right short side of fabric 
cloth.

5.Put on the top side fabric 
cloth completely.

2.Assemble the set A and set B tubes .

Please read the operating instructions to protect your child from injury. Keep this manual in a safe place. The bed guard is 
suitable for children from 18 months on and up to 16 kg(35Ibs.). Make sure that you do not fall short of a bed guard height 
of 16 cm(6.3"). The bed guard is only suitable for standard beds and box spring beds. Under no circumstances suitable for 
waterbeds, senior beds or bunk beds. Please pay attention to a correct mattress thickness and hardness: if mattresses are 
too thin or too soft = risk of catching head between the bed guard and matress , too thick mattress = insufficient height 
of bed guard
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!
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Exclusive Customer Service

Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

www.costway.com

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich
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top view

How to fix the protective belt


